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Arterial Shower of Blood Clots for “Neon Deion”

By Dr. Peter McCullough and John Leake, November 02, 2022

When a blood clot lets loose on the arterial side of the circulation and lands in a vascular
bed servicing an organ, a process called ischemia sets where the organ or a region of tissue
is deprived of oxygen and vital nutrients.  There is very little time before injury and then
often permanent damage occurs.  This is best exemplified by an embolic stroke.

Sharing Russia’s Multipolar Interest: Through “Youth Education” in Sub-Saharan Africa

By Kester Kenn Klomegah, November 03, 2022

Russia’s president Vladimir Putin continues lambasting the United States and its Western
and European allies, wholeheartedly predicted the end of the unipolar system and bristled at
the idea of creating a new global order that might change living standards of impoverished
millions around the world.

Necropolitics of the End Times

By Konrad Rękas, November 03, 2022

During  the  pandemic  we  observed  direct  racial-sanitary  segregation  in  the  developed
Western countries and now racist attitude is the base for biopolitics implemented within the
geopolitical confrontation manifested in form of the energy crisis and war in Ukraine.

Laundering with Immunity: The Control Framework

By Corey Lynn, November 03, 2022
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A band of criminals got together a century ago and decided they were going to own the
world, hold all of the power, create and hoard all of the money, and keep everyone on a
constant spin cycle to fool them.

Former CIA Boss Petraeus Demands US Forces Enter the Fight in Ukraine

By Kurt Nimmo, November 03, 2022

If this editorial by retired Col. Douglas Macgregor doesn’t scare the hell out of you, I don’t
know what will. Macgregor cites an interview with former Gen. David Petraeus by France’s
L’Express weekly. During the interview, Petraeus, the former director of the CIA, said it is
time for the USG to directly confront Russia on the ground in Ukraine to prevent the fall of
Zelenskyy and his government.

No Pain, No Grain: Putin’s Black Sea Comeback

By Pepe Escobar, November 03, 2022

So,  Turkish President  Recep Tayyip Erdogan picks up the phone and calls  his  Russian
counterpart Vladimir Putin: let’s talk about the “grain deal.” Putin, cool, calm and collected,
explains the facts to the Sultan: First, the reason why Russia withdrew from the export grain
deal. Second, how Moscow seeks a serious investigation into the – terrorist – attack on the
Black Sea fleet, which for all practical purposes seems to have violated the deal. And third,
how Kiev must guarantee it will uphold the deal, brokered by Turkey and the UN.

The Bond Vigilantes Get Busy

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, November 03, 2022

While the levels of schadenfreude will be going through the roof given the unfolding farce in
British politics, the resignation of Liz Truss as UK Prime Minister was troubling in one vital
respect.  True, her juvenile salad understanding of economics, which involved spending
billions on tax cuts and energy subsidies, was lamentable.  To cope with the beast of
aggressive inflation, she was advocating a policy that would feed it.

Progressive Caucus Reversal Shows U.S. Congress Allows No Antiwar Voice

By Sara Flounders, November 03, 2022

The  cynicism  of  “Congressional  Progressive  Caucus”  Democrats  was  exposed  in  their
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humiliating retraction this week of a letter sent to President Joe Biden calling on him to
engage in direct diplomacy with the Russian government.

Ukraine on Fire: The Real Story. Full Documentary by Oliver Stone (Original English Version)

By Oliver Stone, November 03, 2022

Ukraine’s 2014 Maidan Massacre helped oust President Yanukovych with Russia painted as
the perpetrator.  Oliver Stone interviews Russian President Vladimir Putin, Yanukovych and
others exposing the role the U.S. played in destabilizing the region.

Bringing People Back to Nature. Paul Thiry d’Holbach

By Dr. Rudolf Hänsel, November 02, 2022

While people in the Middle Ages still lived in a magical world in which natural processes
were apparently subject to supernatural powers, a decisive change in European life and
thought began with the dawn of the modern age: people became aware of themselves and
began to recognise and shape their position in the world as a whole.
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